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By John Sanders 
 
When grandmasters Bobby Fischer and Boris Spassky met for the World Chess 
Championship at the height of the Cold War in 1972, the two squared off in front of 
an open game board with 16 chess pieces each. Televised worldwide, the duel 
subsequently became known as the Match of the Century. 
 
But how would this strategy board game play out if many of the knowns became 
unknowns, including pieces that cannot be seen by the opponent? What if a player 
had less than 16 pieces and the heavy pieces (kings, rooks, knights, bishops) could be 
placed on any square within the starting rows? What if psychological operations and 
electronic warfare attacks became a part of the game? How would strategy change? 
 
During the past quarter,  students in the Defense Analysis Department course 
Militaries and Technological Change  discovered the differences first hand in a team 
board game that includes invisible pieces and terror-war subtleties of attack and 
defense. The game: Info Chess. 
 
Students were divided into eight teams, each with six players. The single-elimination 
competition began in early September and the finals were played out on Sept. 15. 
 
Indian Army Col. Ravindran Rajan, whose team lost during the quarterfinals, served 
as timekeeper for the championship match. As Prof. John Arquilla, who developed 
the course and integrated the game into the syllabus, walked from room to room to 
relay the latest board move, Rajan remarked on the play and the process, “I am able 
to explain the whole thing with coherence, but there are six of them sitting in the 
room debating the next move…” His voice trails,  his arms and eyebrows raise, and it  
is clear that team members often have different opinions about strategy. 
 
“Most Americans think of moving their heavy pieces,” Arquilla notes. The teams 
build their strategy and select their pieces (or force structure) throughout the quarter. 
Lighter, more nimble “forces” have more pawns and heavier forces have fewer pieces 
overall because of the higher investment price of the knights, rooks and bishops. As 
the teams develop their force structure and information operations plans, they 
maintain secrecy of their forces and game strategy. 
 
“Info chess is currently played at the service academies,” Arquilla remarks, “but the 
tailored version in use at NPS is unique, designed to encourage not only what sort of 
force to build, but what concepts of operations to employ.”  
 
Four of the eight teams built  identical force structures, two were somewhat lighter, 
one was very light and one more reliant on heavy forces. According to Arquilla, “The 
two finalist teams both had balanced forces, but employed them in strikingly 
different ways.” 
 
The Cold War, with its emphasis on nuclear deterrence and conventional combat 
campaigns, is now a part of military and world history. The symbology of the 
superpower standoff in the Fischer-Spassky match has faded. Today’s national 
security challenges – and those of the near future – are and will continue to be more 
complex. Info chess may only be a board game, but it’s a game loaded with insight 
for today’s officer engaged in asymmetric warfare, counterinsurgency, and 
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